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SUMMARY 
 
 
Due to worldwide concern about global warming new and effective solutions for energy saving 
are being developed and implemented. The final thesis addresses various challenges related to 
the energy retrofitting of multi-storey residential buildings and research on the efficiency of 
different measures for energy sufficiency improvement of residential buildings. In the first 
chapter of thesis the principals of energy saving, and energy retrofitting of buildings are 
analysed, followed by exploring of legal regulation and financial frameworks for innovative 
buildings modernisation methods. 
The practical part of the thesis presents the research on the energy efficiency improvement 
measures and building retrofitting scenarios, which are adopted in European countries. Three 
case studies for energy retrofitting of residential buildings, located in Kaunas, were analysed 
and the most efficient retrofitting scenario was selected by implementing life cycle cost analysis 
and marginal costs method. The conducted research showed sufficiency of these for assessment 
of energy saving efficiency in buildings. 
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SANTRAUKA 
 
Pasaulinis susirūpinimas dėl globalinio atšilimo sudarė palankias sąlygas naujų ir 
efektyvių energijos taupimo metodų vystymui ir taikymui. Pastatų atnaujinimas šiuo atveju turi 
didelę reikšmę energijos taupymui, kadangi pastatų naudojimas yra siejamas su dideliu 
energijos suvartojimu ir šiltnamio efektą sukeliančių dujų emisija. Nulinės energijos pastatai, 
pasyvieji namai, tvarūs namai ir senų pastatų atnaujinimas yra efektyvūs būdai taupyti energiją 
darant mažesnį poveikį aplinkai. Baigiamajame projekte yra analizuojami iššūkiai, susiję su 
daugiaaukščių gyvenamųjų namų atnaujinimu, bei nagrinėjamas įvairių energinio efektyvumo 
didinimo priemonių ekonominis tikslingumas. Pirmojoje baigiamojo projekto dalyje yra 
pateikti energijos taupimo pastatuose ir pastatų atnaujinimo principai, jų teisinis 
reglamentavimas bei finansavimo priemonės.  
Praktinėje darbo dalyje yra nagrinėjamos energinio efektyvumo didinimo priemonės ir 
gyvenamųjų pastatų atnaujinimo scenarijai. Efektyviausio atnaujinimo scenarijaus parinkimas 
yra atliktas praktinių pavyzdžių pagrindu. Buvo analizuojami trijų daugiabučių pastatų Kaune 
atnaujinimo scenarijai, kurių efektyvumas buvo įvertintas taikant pastatų gyvavimo ciklo kaštų 
analizę ir ribinių kaštų metodą. Atliktas tyrimas parodė, kad pritaikyti metodai yra tinkamas ir 
patogus būdas energijos didinimo priemonių efektyvumo vertinimui. 
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Introduction 
Entire world is suffering from global warming, because of excess carbon emission. Our oil 
resources and other natural energy resources are going to finish in next few decades. Because 
of excess using of non-renewable energy resources and increasing pollution, global 
temperature and CO2 quantity in air is increasing tremendously. According to data from NASA, 
the amount of CO2 was 32billion metric ton on 2012, and it was predicted the value will reach 
up to 43.2 billion metric ton by 2040. Generally building sector is one of top sector of 
generating greenhouse gases [1]. Building construction is highly related to large energy 
consumption and it have significant impacts on the environment. During construction heavy 
amount of energy required to complete the construction activities. Building activities are also 
related to waste generation, greenhouse gases production, and large amount of water 
consumption. According to data in Australia almost 7.6% of total primary energy consumed 
on the time of construction of buildings (both nonresidential and residential buildings). And 
almost 6% of greenhouse gases produced along with large amount of construction waste [2]. 
According to international outlook 2016 (U.S. energy admiration) data energy consumption of 
entire world is increased by 37% in the last 25 years. OCED (Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development) countries will increase 20% of energy consumption from 2012 to 
2040, where non OCED countries having 70% of increasing energy consumption [3]. Entire 
world nowadays is more concentrated on energy saving and toward greater use of renewable 
energy resources. Global trends like green buildings, zero energy buildings, passive house and 
energy retrofitting buildings can provide large contribution towards energy savings. In all IEA 
(International Energy Agency) counties up to 40% of total energy is consumed by buildings, 
including human activities [2]. Buildings are generally responsible for high energy 
consumption, most of the energy used by thermal systems and humans comfort systems and 
other building services equipment’s. Day by day science and technology improves and lots of 
electronic gadgets are coming in the market for human comfort and our energy consumptions 
also increasing day by. So, energy saving become a big challenging matter, 40% of total energy 
goes on building, so it can be reduced up to 50% and in some case, it can be reduced 100% by 
proper management.  
Buildings retrofitting can provide from 20% to more than 50% of energy saving in 
buildings. So, it can make a large contribution toward protecting our world from excess carbon 
emission. And it not only provides contribution towards energy savings, it also saves our 
money 
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1. ENERGY RETROFITTING OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
1.1 Energy saving strategies and build environment  
Building energy can be saved in several ways using proper measures. Nowadays the 
concepts of passive house and sustainable building become more and more popular in term of 
building energy saving.  
Green Building Trend: Green energy trend means using of renewable energy and less 
consumption of energy. Green building trend, is become so popular and being accepted by 
entire world. Green building technique is subjected to bigger energy and money savings. Few 
countries like Mexico, Germany, Poland, South Africa showing great contribution towards the 
green building shares. Average share of green building project by country in 2015 by dodge 
data and analytics is listed below [3]. 
 
1.fig: Share of green and non-green buildings around the world 
Green building trend in Europe: From last few years In Europe, green building trend become 
so popular. And European countries are accepting this technique. In tern of green share projects 
UK hold higher green shares than any other European countries. Because of environmental 
regulations and future growth in UK, more than 60% green growth in projects. The top sectors 
of global green growth are new commercial construction, new institutional construction, and 
retrofitting of existing buildings. Where new commercial construction is the top sector among 
those three sectors. Green shares in new commercial sectors is more popular and widely using 
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in China, India, Saudi Arabia, Colombia, Brazil, Poland and in Germany. Where Singapore has 
highest percentage of green shares in new institutional project (48%). In other hand Germany 
(39%), China (40%) and Saudi Arabia (42%) has moderate percentage of new institutional 
green growth projects. While India (26%) and Mexico (25%) has very less contribution in new 
institutional green growth projects [5]. Retrofitting of existing buildings become so popular 
and wildly using. The aspects of building retrofitting are to reduce the energy consumptions 
and to save the natural resources.  
 
Passive house: Without compromising the indoor comfort of buildings with low heating 
demand are considered as passive house. The heating demand should be less then 15Kwh/m2 
per year. Passive house is a concept of constructing buildings. Passive house can reduce up to 
75% of total heating cost of building [6]. Passive house generally means energy efficient 
building. Passive house concept was developed in early 1990 by Wolfgang Feist and Professor 
Bo Adamson, and in 1990 worlds first passive house prototype was built in Reichstein, 
Germany.  
Requirements for passive house:  
There are several requirements for constructing passive house. 
1. Total space heating energy requirements of the building should not exceed 
15kwh per square meter. 
2. Renewable primary energy demand on domestic application should not 
exceed 60kwh per square meter. 
3. Airtightness should be properly maintained  
And main basic principles of passive house are listed below– 
Thermal insulation: Building should be well insulated. And the maximum heat transfer 
coefficient (U-value) is 0.15 W/(m²K) for wall. 
Passive house windows:  U of 0.80 W/(m²K) should be maintain  
Ventilation heat recovery: proper heat recovery system required  
Airtightness: At 50 pascals pressures maximum unrestrained leakage gaps shouldn’t exceed 
0.6 % of the total house volume. 
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Thermal bridges: thermal bridges related to heat loss, thermal bridges should be minimized. 
 
2.fig: Measures of passive house 
Passive House and EU Support: Passive house trend has been for presence from few years. 
This passive house techniques were developed in Germany, and this concept is widely used in 
central Europe. The benefits of passive house came in front of everyone from the past few 
years. The first energy program Referred to as Intelligent Energy Europe(IEE)-1 ran from 2003 
to the quilt of 2006 and aimed to conquer economic cultural and administrate barriers to reduce 
energy intake in Europe. With a price range of €250 million, it became a policy aid degree that 
observed various Directives on strength use in addition to the funding for research through the 
6th framework program (2002-2006) [8]. In the direction of cease, the IEE -1 program and EU 
commission followed an action plan for energy performance containing measures to lessen 
international primary electricity use by 20% by 2020, compared with the baseline scenario. 
Current running passive house program under the IEE projects is as follows: in the 2010 the 
European commission adopted a recast of the strength overall performance of buildings 
directive [9], and in 2012 it followed a new energy efficiency directive [10]. Both directives 
feature articles that focus on increasing the rate of renovation of existing buildings, including 
deep renovation as well as step-by-step refurbishment. 
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3.fig: First Passive House in the world, Germany [11] 
Nearly zero energy building: according to the Article 2(2) of the EPBD recast, 2010 a nearly 
zero energy building is a building which has very good energy performance or efficiency, and 
very low amount of energy required to cover the all building energy requirements. And the 
covered energy for primary energy consumption (space heating and domestic hot water) should 
come from renewable energy resources. The renewable energy resources can be onsite or 
nearby to the project. The energy performance of the nearly zero energy building is defined as 
the energy required to meet the energy demand of the building. Which include heating energy, 
required energy for cooling, hot water, ventilation and lighting [12]. The energy requirement 
for the building can be very low or nearly zero, but it’s partly depend on the user’s needs, 
behavior and level of comfort. And the suggested measures for nearly zero energy building are 
usage of energy efficient windows, increase the thickness of insulation layers, high efficiency 
HVAC systems, and use of photovoltaic panels [13]. According to the article 9 of directive 
2010/31/EU,19th May 2010 of European parliament and council of all European member state 
should ensure two requirements: 
• By 31st December 2020, all new buildings should be nearly zero energy building.  
• After 31st December 2018, all public owned and newly occupied buildings should 
be nearly zero buildings. 
There are few zero-energy buildings in the world. Following figure shows the 
frequency of known zero energy-building in the world. 
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4.fig: Frequency of zero energy buildings as per country [14] 
 1.2 Building energy retrofitting practice in European countries  
Building retrofitting and constructing nearly zero energy building was on existence from 
last few decades. Building energy retrofitting came in attention in building sector to enhance 
using of the renewable energy resources and to help reducing the climate change. European 
commission always remarking the need of improving building energy performance [15]. From 
the centuries buildings were constructed for getting certain comfort within their built 
environment. Nowadays new construction technologies, inventions and more efficient 
materials came into the market, which are widely used. 
Few European countries list which have great contribution towards environment [16] – 
➢ Norway (69.4% renewable energy resources)  
➢ Sweden (52.5 renewable energy resources) 
➢  Finland (39.3 % renewable energy resources) 
➢ Latvia (37.6 % renewable energy resources) 
➢  Austria (33% renewable energy resources) 
➢  Denmark (30.8% renewable energy resources) 
➢ Croatia (29% renewable energy resources) 
➢ Estonia (28.6% renewable energy resources) 
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➢  Portugal (28.0 renewable energy resources) 
➢  Lithuania (25.8 renewable energy resources) 
 
In the year of 2007 in Italy energy uses in residential sector was reduced 20%. The 
improvement came because of using efficient lighting, proper thermal insulation and efficient 
air conditioning system. From the 2005 to 2012 almost 3.79 Mtoe/y, energy saved. In Italy 
almost 62% large buildings were built before 1970s [ 17]. US also showing the improvements 
in reduction of building energy. According to data, US reduced space heating consumption by 
12%, in 1991 it was 53% and on 2011 it was 41% [18]. According to International energy 
agency report US, EU, and Russia showed huge improvement in energy consumption. On 1990 
total energy consumption of those country was US (21%), EU (18%), Russia (10%), and by 
the 2011 it had huge improvement and reduced the energy consumption to 
17%(US),13%(EU),5%(Russia) [19]. It has been observed that newly constructed buildings are 
consuming less energy for heating compared to before. Because Newly constructed building 
should follow the European norms. Following figure shows the figure of heating energy 
consuming data according to the building construction time. Germany, Portugal and Slovenia 
showed huge development in term of building energy saving [20].   
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5.Fig: Building heating energy (kwh/m2a) consumption as per year of construction  
In Europe almost 40% of total building constructed before 1960, those building have 
low insulation level. That’s why those buildings required retrofitting to increase the energy 
efficiency. In Lithuania almost 12% of building constructed before 1960 and almost 70 % of 
total building constructed during 1960 to 1990. In Europe almost 40% of the total buildings 
was constructed before 1960, so retrofitting of building is the most important and essential, 
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because constructing new building will be much more expansive than retrofitting of existing 
building.  
 
6.Fig: Share of building in EU as per year of construction [21] 
 
Space heating of building consumes lots of energy. In 2013 the space heating 
contributed 62% of total energy consumption of buildings in the Europe. Therefore, proper 
energy efficient retrofitting can provide better result in decreasing energy consumption [22]. 
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From the year of 2009 European Commission started retrofitting of existing 
government owned buildings, and structures. European commission set target to renovate at 
least 3% of total floor area of government owned buildings, and this process to continue till 
2020 [23]. Energy efficient building retrofitting became popular and widely used throughout 
the Europe. Countries like Denmark, Sweden, Germany, Netherlands, Austria, Latvia and some 
others took part in the collaborative initiative, targeting at dissemination of good practice in 
retrofitting projects. There are following few retrofitting projects showing bellow [24]. 
Retrofitting Project, no 1: This project is the one of the oldest project in European 
country. The building was built in 1925 at Oesterbro, Denmark. That build was retrofitted on 
1994-1995 because of excess consumption of energy. The building was retrofitted to reduce 
the heating energy costing. No mechanical ventilation system was used in the building before 
retrofitting. Building was fully retrofitted with mechanical ventilation system, improved solar 
heating system, extra insulation on external wall, heat recovery ventilation system, good quality 
of windows having U value 0.7 W/m2k, and glassed balcony. 178-meter square solar wall was 
constructed to decrease the demand of heating energy. After retrofitting 51% of energy saved. 
(EI-EDUCATION PROGRAM,2007, EI-EDUCATION, conducted under the intelligent 
energy Europe program, it is an e-learning program which gives information about energy – 
intelligent retrofitting) 
Retrofitting Project, no 2: This project is about an apartment block, which was 
constructed in 1970 in gaardsteen, Sweden. The building was retrofitted in the year of 2000 to 
improve the energy consumption efficiency. Few measures were applied on this building like, 
Insulation layer was applied to the building wall and on the roof, solar collector was installed 
for pre-heating, windows were replaced with low energy goals and timber frame. After the full 
retrofitting as a result building energy almost 44% was saved (EI-EDUCATION 
PROGRAM,2007). 
Retrofitting Project, no3: This project is about an apartment block, which was built 
in raamsdonk, Netherlands in between year of 1963 to 1969. The building was retrofitted in 
2002 to improve the energy consumption and living standard. During the retrofitting process 
solar collector were installed to the building, extra insulation layers were installed on wall and 
roof, windows were replaced, mechanical ventilation system was installed along with a new 
boiler. As a result, 70% of gas was saved, which was used for main heating purposes (EI-
EDUCATION PROGRAM,2007). 
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Retrofitting Project 4: This project is about an apartment block, which was built in 
Hague, Netherlands. The building was retrofitted in the year of 1987 with the measures of 
replacing with high energy efficient doors and windows, insulation layers for wall, roof and 
floor, PV system, solar collector and along with a new boiler. As a result, 56% of energy saving 
were calculated (OTB, 2004). 
Retrofitting Project 5: This project is about a 3-story apartment block building, which 
was situated in Ludwigshafen, Germany. The building was constructed between 1960-1962. 
To satisfy the energy efficiency regulations of Germany, the buildings was retrofitted on the 
year of 2005. During the retrofitting process PV system was replaced, insulation layers was 
installed on the walls and on the roof, low temperature heating system combined with heat 
power equipment was installed. As a result, 94% of energy saved compared to previous energy 
consumption (EI-EDUCATION PROGRAM,2007). 
1.table: The scenarios of retrofitted building projects [25] 
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1.3 Legal regulation and financial support for building energy retrofitting in Lithuania 
As per European norms all buildings should maintain certain thermal efficiency norms. 
According to the building thermal energy efficiency there are category of building types, for 
which building should comply with some minimum requirements. European Union lunched 
several programmes and policies regarding energy savings in buildings and put some legal 
rules to be implemented in the building energy system. New European rules are dealing with 
systematic implication and implication rules. 
European energy efficiency rules and regulation as per European commission are: 
European commission establish several directives for the use of nonrenewal energy 
resources and to increase the building energy efficiency. Directive 2010/31/EU was established 
to increase the building energy efficiency and to increase the uses of renewable energy 
resources. Building heating system and building air-conditioning system played a vital role in 
term of building energy performance. European commission set specific requirements for the 
heating and air-conditioning system. According to Directive 2009/91/EC all buildings should 
meet the heating and air-conditioning requirements. 
Directives for new and existing building: according to the Directive 2009/91/EC, article 4 
all the members of European commission should take some necessary measures to ensure that 
all the newly constructed buildings are fulfilling the nominal energy performance requirements. 
For new buildings, all European members should ensure technical, economic and 
environmental feasibility before and after construction. And following considerations should 
consider. 
➢ Decentralised energy supply system, eased on partially or fully renewable 
energy resources. 
➢ District heating and cooling systems should be based on fully or partially 
renewable energy system. 
➢ Cogeneration 
➢ Heat pump 
According the European commission norms all buildings should go through a 
verification process. For existing buildings European commission apply few regulations. 
Whenever any building goes through any major renovation, all the members of EU, 
should ensure that the buildings are fulfilling the nominal energy performance requirements. 
And according to the article 4 of Directive 2010/30EU all the members should determine the 
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minimum energy performance requirements. And all the buildings should go through 
inspection of heating and air-conditioning system. According the Directive 2009/72/EC of 13 
July 2009, all member should encourage the introduction of intelligent metering system. 
Many European countries has developed their building energy efficiency systems. 
Lithuanian government also take initiatives for nearly zero energy building and on retrofitting. 
According to the legal requirements of the Republic of Lithuania all new constructed buildings 
must be certified by the Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Lithuania [26]. And 
minimum certification should be class B. No new building can be constructed lower than class 
B. This law has been in action since January 1st, 2007.  This certification can be issued after 
the completion of the project or construction. If any building design can’t satisfy all the energy 
efficiency requirements, then the permit to construct the project will not be granted. 
SPSC (Statybos produkcijos sertifikavimo centras) is an independent state enterprise. SPSC 
established in 1996 by the Ministry of Construction and Urban Development, which is 
currently under Ministry of Environment. The main goal of SPSC is to provide service of 
certification of production products, assessment of consistency of performance, checking out 
and evaluation of inner production upon customer’s packages. Providing these services SPSC 
follows the necessities of felony acts and requirements of the Republic of Lithuania and of the 
EU prison acts and standards. The following figure no.8 shows that the yearly issued building 
energy certificates in Lithuania. In the year of 2007 the number of issued certificate was near 
about 400 and the number increased to almost 1600 in the year of 2009. Until November of 
2010 over 4000 numbers of energy performance certificates provided by Lithuanian 
government. Approximately hundred to hundred fifty certificates were issued monthly [27]. 
7. fig: Distributed building energy certificates during EPBD period [28] 
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According to the Lithuanian laws and other legal requirements buildings are 
being allocated to the energy efficiency class by compliance with 8 different rating 
parameters.  
The rating parameters are as follows – 
• Heat loss of the building envelope  
• Total required energy for building heating purposes. 
• Airtightness of the building  
• Technical indicators or MEV (mechanical extract ventilation) along with 
heat recovery system 
• Thermal properties used between spans and floor partition  
• C value 
• Using of renewable energy resources       
All the above requirements are very much and equally important for calculating the 
building energy efficiency rating. Any kind of priority are not subjected to given to any specific 
parameter. All the parameters are equally considered. 
- Class A, if C < 0,5; 
 - Class B, if 0,5 ≤ C < 1;  
- Class C, if 1 ≤ C < 1,5;  
- Class D, if 1,5 ≤ C < 2;  
- Class E, if 2 ≤ C < 2,5;  
- Class F, if 2,5 ≤ C < 3;  
-Class G, if C ≥ 3. 
Where c value is changes according to conditions 
When   
Qsum
 QN.sum
≤ 1,   𝐶 =
Qsum
 QN.sum
                 
When 
Qsum
 QR.sum
≥ 1,     𝐶 = 1 +
Qsum
 QR.sum
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In the other cases 𝐶 =  +
Q.sum−QN.sum
QR.sum−QN.sum
 
𝑄𝑁 𝑠𝑢𝑚= Building normative kwh/m
2.year 
𝑄𝑅.𝑠𝑢𝑚  = reference kwh/m2.year and 𝑄𝑠𝑢𝑚  =  𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑘𝑤ℎ/𝑚
2. 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 
Insulation system: For maintaining U-value, we should change our insulation system. Day 
by day technology is improving, lots of new innovative insulation materials came into the 
market. Although the initial costs are higher, the material can provide longer durability 
with proper working condition. We should use best insulation properties within economic 
cost. Where Economic cost means best product within the price range.  The U values for 
Lithuania are- 
2.table: Energy performance requirements for buildings in Europe [29] 
 
Building element  
 
                                    U-values, W/m2. K 
Class A++ Class A+   Class A Class B 
Roof  
0.080 k 
 
 
0.10 k 
 
0.10 k 
 
0.16 
Flooring in contact with air  
Building elements in contact 
with ground 
 
 
0.10 k 
 
 
 
 
0.14 k 
 
 
0.14 k 
 
 
0.25 Flooring over unheated 
basements and crawl 
External walls  0.10 k 0.13 k 0.12 k 0.20 
Windows and transparent 
building elements 
0.70 k 1.0 k 1.0 k 1.6 
Doors and gates 0.70 k 1.0 k 1.0 k 1.6 
 
In the figure 9, the value of 𝑘 = 20/(𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑒) ; where k is temperature correction factor. And 
𝜃𝑖  Is denoted as the indoor air temperature in ℃ and 𝜃𝑒 is outdoor air temperature in ℃. In 
example if the indoor air temperature 𝜃𝑖 = 40℃ and outdoor temperature 𝜃𝑒 = 0℃, then the 
value of k =0.5.  
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Energy efficiency of Lithuanian housing sector 
Total population of Lithuania is 2.8 million, and 38,000 multi-family buildings 
are counted. Number of flats in multi-family buildings are 800,000 and 385 number of 
flats per 1000 inhabitants. Structure of buildings by years are following below  
– Almost 12% of total building built before 1960  
– Almost 70% of total building built during 19601–1990  
– Almost 18% of total building built during 1991-2010 
In Lithuania currently the most energy efficient residential building consumed per year 
19 kwh/m2 energy only for heating. And around total 49 kwh/m2 energy consumed by the 
residential buildings. But in the other hand non-renovated multi-apartment buildings consumed 
more energy compared to renovated energy efficient buildings. Non-renovated buildings 
consumed almost 6.5 times higher energy compared to energy efficient buildings [30]  
 
8.fig: Overall household energy intake by energy type 
The above figure shows the overall households energy intake, by energy type. Different 
types of energy resources are used in Lithuania as a source of energy like electricity, natural 
gases, hard coal, fuel oils etc. Fire wood and wood waste occupy the highest proportion in term 
of energy resources. Almost 15% of total energy comes from electricity supply. 
33.10%
37.80%
14.50%
9.00%
2.70%
2.50%
0.30%
0.10%
Source: Stastistics, Lithuania, 2011 
heating
fire wood and wood waste
electricity
natural gas(petroleum)
gases
hard coal
other fuel
fuel oil
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9.fig: Household energy consumption by purpose  
Above figure shows the proportion of household energy used by purposes. In Lithuania 
almost 70% of total household energy goes on space hating purposes. And almost 10% of total 
energy goes on water heating. In Lithuania more than 57% of households are not satisfied. 
Most of the buildings are in poor condition, heating systems are inefficient, lack of 
management, quality of roof and windows are also not good. 
For constructing new buildings in Lithuania according to government laws minimum 
permissible building energy class is B. And for existing buildings after major renovations the 
energy performance class should not be lower than D.  Until 2010 almost 4000 building energy 
certificates issued. Most of the buildings was certified as class B and class C. The flowing 
figure no.12 shows the numbers of certifications according to the building energy performance 
classes.  
 
10.fig: Numbers of building with various energy performance classes  
Space heating, 
70.70%, 71%
Hot water, 
10.40%, 10%
Cooking, 7.20%, 
7%
Others , 11.70%, 
12%
Source : Stastics, Lithuania, 2011
9
1698
1651
376
251
20
11
Source: EPBD Lithuania, November 2010
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
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As a part of its energy saving policy the Republic of Lithuania has adopted and 
developed different measures for supporting initiatives for retrofitting of old buildings and 
delivery of new sustainable buildings. 
JESSICA holding fund: The JESSICA holding fund in Lithuania turned into mounted in 
2009. The JESSICA holding fund amount was €227 million. The fund targets at offering loans 
and offers to citizens of Lithuania for energy refurbishment of multifamily residential buildings 
and higher education institutions. JESSICA fund effectively attracted non-public finance and 
as a result, 690 buildings had been renovated with 60 % energy financial savings [31]. 
According to data European investment bank and sauliu bank have agreed to support 
Lithuanian multi-apartment buildings. The news of the funding released on 16th march, 
2017.The fund will be given under Jessica fund. Total fund of Jessica-ii will be 90 million 
euros [32]. 
EIB (European investment bank): European investment bank in May 2015 signed a contract 
on the Jessica II fund.  Total amount of the Jessica-II will be1.3 billion euros. And the total 
period of the project will run from 2014 to 2020. 
Advantages of the use of monetary unit for energy performance in buildings are [33] – 
• Guarantees greater green use of public sector sources, 
• Offers more leverage capability and brings economic area into the project, 
• Permits to mix with technical guide 
Energy efficiency fund (ENEF) -Lithuania: The energy efficiency fund was established on 
February 18, 2015 by the ministry of finance of Lithuania, the public investment development 
agency (VIPA) is the manager of the fund [34]. This fund provides financial loans for the 
renovation of central government’s own buildings, and for the modernization of Street lights. 
This program operates by Lithuanian government. The main aims of the project are to increase 
the energy efficiency and ensure the obligation of EU parliament and European council 
Directive 2012/27/EU. Total fund of the project is 65 million euros for the renovation of central 
government buildings. And 14.5 million euros for the modernization of street light projects 
[35]. 
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2. EFFICIENCY OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDING ENERGY RETROFITTING  
 
In the Europe lots of buildings were constructed few decades before, so retrofitting of 
existing building came in existence and widely used.  
Retrofitting: Retrofitting of buildings is a concept of reconstruction of building, where old 
energy inefficient buildings are updated to a modern energy efficient building [36]. Energy 
retrofitting of building is called when an older building system turns into 20 % to >50% energy 
saver building system adding modern technology. Generally, energy retrofitting of building is 
classified into three different classes according to percentages of energy savings [37]. And 
those are- 
• Normal retrofitting 
•  Standard retrofitting  
• Deep retrofitting  
Normal retrofitting: Normal retrofitting is generally saves energy up to 25% with low 
investment and it is easily obtained by renovation. Basically, thermal insulation system and 
some few systems are upgraded in this category. 
Standard retrofitting: Standard retrofitting saves energy from 25% to 45% with moderate 
investment cost and upgrading few systems, like replacement of doors and window, thermal 
insulation system, airtightness, wall insulation both outside and inside, etc. Generally standard 
retrofitting widely used because of low initial investment. 
Deep Retrofitting: Deep retrofitting is most popular and lots of research are going on it, how 
to reduce more energy consumption. Generally, it saves more than 50% of energy. In this 
renovation, we need to add renewable energy systems, upgrading old mechanical systems like 
gas, heating system and remote sensing system to control lighting systems. Deep renovation is 
high initial investment and provides big savings for several years, although it is high initial 
investment, but preferable because of long payback periods. And sometimes few buildings can 
be developed as zero energy building.   
There is lots of buildings energy retrofitting measures, which may be used 
to reduce the consumption of the constructing energy: 
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➢ Energy performance improvement measures (insulation, heat-insulating door 
and window frame, building shape, etc.) 
➢ Renewable energy resources (ground source heat pumps, solar panels, 
photovoltaics) 
➢  Movements for the development of indoor comfort situations (mechanical 
ventilation combined with heat recovery, efficient use of multi-functional 
equipment, improvement of boilers and air conditioning) 
➢ Use of building energy management and monitoring system 
➢ Use of energy efficient home equipment and compact lighting 
2.1 Residential buildings energy retrofitting measures 
Selection of energy retrofitting measures for residential building is individual and based 
upon the preferences and capabilities of the residents. The most popular measures used in the 
residential construction are as following [38]: 
• Energy performance enhancement measures (proper insulation system, good 
heat-insulating doors and windows frames, and shape of building). 
• Renewable energy resources (solar, panel, ground heating). 
• Heating and cooling loads decreasing measures (passive heating and cooling 
technologies). 
• Measures for increasing internal comfortless of building (mechanical 
ventilation system combined with heat recovery system, improving or replacing 
old boilers and air conditioning).  
• Uses of BEMS (Building Energy Management and Monitoring System) 
• Energy efficient appliances and efficient lightning.  
 
Replacement or improvement of insulation system: For maintaining appropriate U-value, 
the old insulation system of building must be replaced after its economic life. Requirements 
for insulation of different structures like walls, roof and floor differs, therefore the properties 
of insulation materials also differ, as well as their U- values. The requirements for U values in 
Lithuania [39] are as follows- 
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A.U-Value for wall at Lithuania: U-Value for wall in Lithuania is from 0.20 W/m²K 
(Class B) to 0.10 k (CLASS A++), we should maintain this U value. Better material can provide 
more resistance to heat loss and can be more efficient. Polyurethane Foam, Polyurethane 
Insulation, Mineral Wools are used for wall insulation. 
B. U-value for roof: U-Value for roof in Lithuania is 0.16 W/m²K (class B) to 0.080 k 
(CLASS A++).  Most of the heat goes from the roof so it should be protected. Fiber glass, 
cotton, sheep's wool or mineral wools are used for roof insulation. 
C. U-value for floor: U-Value for floor in Lithuania is 0.25 W/m²K (class B) to 0.10 
k (CLASS A++).   Spray foam, Rigid panels, Fiberglass batts and blankets and other materials 
are used for floor insulation. 
Where k is the temperature co-efficient, 𝑘 = 20/(𝛳𝑖 − 𝛳𝑒) 
𝛳𝑖 = is indoor temperature and 𝛳𝑒 = is out door temparature in℃ 
The values of U are varying as per country to country norms. The values of U are showing 
below in the figure. 
 
11.fig: U(W/m²K) values of wall, roof, floor and windows as per European individual country 
norms [40] 
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Reduce air leakage or air seal: Air leakage is one of the main reason for heat exchange. 
Building should be airtight to prevent heat loss. Generally old buildings have this problem that 
should be sort out. Proper management can prevent it. Proper airtightness can provide more 
savings. If building is airtight then there will be less heat exchange. And helps to reserve the 
insidious heat for longer time. Airtightness of buildings are varying country to country norms. 
The values are showing below in the figure.  
      
12.fig: Values of airtightness as per country norms 
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Heat insulating door windows frame:  According to Lithuanian legal rules minimum heat 
exchange for windows is 1.6kw/m2k. Double glazing and triple glazing glass windows are best 
choice for retrofitting. Best quality of windows is preferable. The term “k” is the temperature 
correction factor (k =20/(Φi–Φe), where Φi-indoor air temperature and Φe- outside air 
temperature. The requirements apply even though a single window replaced. If the overall area 
of windows and other transparent constructing element exceeds 25% of total wall area, the U- 
value of transparent element even shall not exceed 1.3 W/(m2k) [41].  
Shape of building: building’s compactness allows us to compare volumetric and plan solution 
of building and decide the capacity of a building for energy saving and raw materials. It’s been 
observed that the geometric performance of a building relies upon both on its size and 
proportions. The bigger building has the weaker impact of its proportions on both geometric 
and energy performance (in comparison that of smaller buildings), and that is proved by way 
of the outcomes from the assessment of electricity losses [42]. 
Use of renewable resources: According to the laws of Republic of Lithuania, government 
should implement measures promoting the renewable energy resources. From 31 December 
2014, new buildings and present buildings which are concerned with retrofitting or renovation 
need to observe necessities for the usages of energy from renewable sources [43]. 
There are lots of renewable resources that are using in the building: 
Ground source heat pump: Nowadays the GSHP system have been broadly utilized in 
residential and commercial buildings. It is calculated that the Ground source heat pump device 
installations have risen continuously from 10 to 30% yearly in recent years within the global 
[44]. A ground source heat pump absorbs warmness from the ground by circulating water all 
through piping inside the ground and transfer the heat into the building via circulating warm 
all through radiator or under floor piping circuits. The figure shows the process. 
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13.fig: ground heat pimp system [46] 
Solar energy: Lithuania is located among 54-56° of northern latitudes, and it is like the United 
Kingdom, southern Denmark and southern Sweden. Worldwide radiation has been measured 
at places in Lithuania: that is in Kaunas at 54.54 N and silute 55.21N, 200 and 40 km from the 
west coast respectively. Average yearly sun radiation on the horizontal surface is 968 kwh/m2 
in Silute and 1025 kwh/m2 in Kaunas.      
 
14.fig: duration of sunshine in Lithuania [47] 
Solar heating systems in Lithuania consist of solar collector systems for 
use in commercial and residential applications generating warmth 120ºC. It used 
for home warm water (DHW) for single-own family homes in addition to multifamily houses, 
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and lighting purposes. Uses of Solar collector in Lithuania increasing day by day. According 
to data the numbers of solar collector increase 122 to 150 from 2000 to 2001. Several types of 
panels are available in Lithuania and those are Copper piping rolled into an aluminum 
plate, Channel plate made of stainless steel, Plastic piping (polypropylene) fixed on fiber 
board. Semitransparent with day lighting type of photovoltaic systems and crystalline-based 
solar panels are generally used in Lithuanian residential sector. Lithuania have (2,340) solar 
plants which produce 73.68 MW of power.  
 
15.fig: Solar collector [48]. 
In Lithuania integration of PV (photovoltaic) was used in a case study of building 
energy retrofitting, three story residential building was retrofitted in Kaunas. The area of the 
house was 1108.64 m2. In 2015 the power consumption was 146.08 mwh/per year, and the 
thermal water heating costs was 97.87 mwh/ per year. Before retrofitting total annual heating 
cost of building was 243.95 mwh. And 25.82mwh/per year electric energy was consumed after 
the renovation. The measures are used in the building was walls and roof insulation, 
replacement of windows and alternative energy sources, and lots of solar collector was used in 
the building. Swiss photovoltaic solar system PVSYST V6.49 was used to access the 
production electricity. 10 kW photovoltaic solar plant was used, and solar plants were 
instigated on the roof and wall. According to PVSYST V6.49 modeling result only from roof 
solar plant on summer time (April to September) 32% of total electricity demand was covered, 
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by using these solar plants. And yearly 41% energy demand was covered from roof solar plant. 
And wall instigated solar plants covered 20% electricity demand during summer time (April -
September), and around 29% electricity demand was covered yearly. 
 
 
16.fig: electricity production from the solar photovoltaic power plant [49]                                
Passive house heating and cooling techniques:  Passive strategies stand out most of the oldest 
possible solution to reduce energy demand. They surely represent the oldest way to lessen 
heating and cooling cost. And these days are superior for having repeatedly proved to be 
sustainable alternatives to modern conventional strategies. However, their effectiveness relies 
upon the weather, as well as the availability of detailed statistics about the target building and 
approximately the indoor comfort expectancies. [50] 
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Direct Solar Gain:  
Direct solar gain is the heat from the solar being collected and contained in an 
occupied area. This heat can be retained through the building’s thermal mass, or can 
be averted with reflective materials. Direct solar gain is directly depending on the solar 
strength. The solar can provide heat to the interior area throughout the day and year. Daylight 
can heat a space through the solid partitions or roofs of the envelope. Daylight additionally 
enters the gap via home windows, and heats indoor surfaces 
.  
                         17.fig: direct gain of single glazing and double glazing [51] 
Q = rate of heat transfer into the room 
And  𝑄 = (
1
𝑈𝑡
+
𝐿
𝐾
+
1
ℎ𝑖
)-1(𝑇𝑠𝑎 − 𝑇𝑟) = 𝑈𝐿(𝑇𝑠𝑎 − 𝑇𝑟)
 
Where, 
𝑇𝑠𝑎 =
𝜏𝐼(𝑡)
𝑈𝑡
+ 𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑈𝑡 = (
1
ℎ0
+
1
ℎ𝑖
)-1 
For single glazing system rate of useful energy 
𝑞𝑢 =  𝜏𝐼(𝑡) − 𝑈𝑡(𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑎)  where, 𝑈𝑡 = [
1
ℎ0
+
𝐿𝑔
𝐾𝑔
+
1
ℎ𝑖
]-1 
For double glazing system the rate of useful energy 
𝑞𝑢 =  𝜏
2𝐼(𝑡) − 𝑈𝑡(𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑎)  where, 𝑈𝑡 = [
1
ℎ0
+
1
𝑐
+
1
ℎ𝑖
]-1 
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Indirect gain: In this process the heat is transferred into the room through conduction 
and convection process. In the first step the solar heat energy enters through the glazing system 
and stored in a thermal mass as shown in the figure below. And the heat energy transferred to 
the room. In this process generally, dark color thermal masses are used to get maximum 
efficiency. Dark color absorbs more solar radiation compared to others. The efficiency also 
depends upon the thickness of the thermal mass, thermal properties, and types of materials. 
There are various concepts which is being used in indirect gain like Trombe wall, trans wall 
and water wall. 
     
                             18.fig: the figure shows indirect solar gain [52] 
 
The rate of heat transfer in indirect solar gain process is  
𝑄 = (
1
𝑈𝑡
+
𝐿
𝐾
+
1
ℎ𝑖
)-1(𝑇𝑠𝑎 − 𝑇𝑟) = 𝑈𝐿(𝑇𝑠𝑎 − 𝑇𝑟)
 
Where, 𝑇𝑠𝑎 =
𝛼𝜏𝐼(𝑡)
𝑈𝑡
+ 𝑇𝑎 
Passive cooling systems: Passive house cooling system is a technique or a design 
system which helps to cool the building by consuming nominal energy. In building system 
there are various method which used in passive cooling system, like shading system, phase 
change material, passive cooling shelter, heat sink, and night ventilation system [53]. 
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Shading system: Generally building shading provide to control the sun heat radiation during 
day time. Are various types of shading that can be applied to the building system. Most popular 
shadings are overhang shading, rolling shading, eaves shading, and self-shading. 
Passive cooling shelter: passive cooling shelter generally control the indoor and outdoor 
temperature fluctuation. In this method pipelines are distributed on the building system. 
Generally, pipelines distributed on the wall, floor and roof. The pipe line contains fluid which 
is cooled during the night time, and that helps in the day time to cool the building. 
Night ventilation technique: night ventilation technique is a very useful technique to control 
the indoor and outdoor temperature. During night time this ventilation systems permits to 
exchange the indoor and outdoor air. Buildings generally during day time stores hot air inside 
the building, and using night ventilation system outdoor cooled air exchanged with indoor 
temperature and helps to keep cool the building in the night time. This technique strongly 
related to indoor and outdoor temperature difference, if the temperature difference is very low 
then efficiency will be also less. 
 
Measures for increasing internal comfortless of building: 
MEV (mechanical extract ventilation) combined with heat recovery system: MVHR 
(mechanical ventilation heat recovery) supplies and extracts air constantly at a low rate with 
raise facility to extract pollutants and supply clean out of doors air at a better charge as required 
manually through single or multiple switches automatically, typically through humidity or 
different sensors those ought to be clearly marked and located in an available area in or near to 
wet rooms , commonly the MVHR unit is sited remotely in a loft space or cupboard and ducted 
via rigid duct to out of doors at the usages of the most cost efficient course [54]. If the air 
permeability fee of living is under 5m³/h/m², history ventilators usually inside the shape of 
window vents proving 2500mm2 must be placed in the head of window frames. Those need to 
be outfitted in each room besides moist rooms from which air is extracted. If the air 
permeability is more than this charge trickle vents aren’t required. Following pic shows the 
mechanical ventilation system. 
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19.fig: Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery system [55] 
Improvement of boilers and air conditioning: There are two diverse types of old boilers gas 
boilers and oil boilers that are used in the building sectors. Most of the old boilers lose their 
efficiency with the time, so boilers need to restore or replace within its economic time. 
According to European commission’s Directive 92/42/EEC all hot water boilers should meet 
the EU’s eco-design requirements. Old boilers are subjected to increasing electricity 
consumption. Because of fast growing technology the situations of electric equipment’s have 
changed. Modern technologies came in the market which are energy efficient along with more 
workability.  
Use of building energy management (BEMS): Sometimes building energy system is called 
building management system. BMS are computer-primarily based control system that manage 
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and monitor the building, mechanical and electrical system along with heating, airflow lighting 
fixtures, energy structures’ is connected to the building services, and which is connected to the 
central computer system. BEMS controls the on-off system, building humidity and 
temperature. Software program gives manage features, tracking, alarms and permits the 
operators to optimize building performance. Fully functional building monitoring system can 
identify the fault and gives proper report to the owner of the building. Lightning controlling 
sensor system, temperature optimization of boilers, alarms are the function of the BEMS [56]. 
Following photo show the building energy monitoring system  
 
                                        
20.fig: Building energy management [57]. 
Use of energy efficient appliances and compact fluorescent system: 
 Use less energy consumption electrical equipment’s: Superior quality of equipment can 
save more energy. According to European energy rating system A++ electrical equipment can 
save more energy and money. It saves more energy compared to less energy rating grade 
equipment with same run time. Those equipment’s are generally little high initial cost, but it 
provides more saving in term of long time, people only think about initial investment but in 
term of long time it saves more money. For deep retrofitting, higher energy rating equipment’s 
should be preferable. As per European commission EU directive 92/75/EC [58] energy leveling 
scheme on every heavy electrical gadget should have energy consumption ratings. The energy 
ratings are available class A+++ to G. The energy rating classes vary according to the 
appliances type.  
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2.2 Assessment of building energy retrofitting efficiency 
From past few decades several papers and studies introduced the effective solution in 
building retrofitting sector. In the year 2012 the European Commission established Delegated 
Regulation [59]. To determine the cost optimum level of nominal energy performance of 
buildings, and European commission provide a guidance documents to implement the 
methodology at the national level. Building energy performance can be calculated by several 
methods like life cycle cost (LCC) methods, marginal cost method, Discounted cash 
flow(DCF) analysis method, multi-criteria approaches (MCA), Present cost value methides. 
Marginal costing method is so popular to calculate the energy performance efficiency. 
Life cycle cost of building: Building life cycle refers to the use of full operation of building. 
In other word, the construction to demolition period is called life cycle of building (LCC). LCC 
is a tool which is used to calculate the overall cost performance of a project over time, which 
includes the initial investing cost of project and cost of maintenance along with cost of disposal. 
It is mainly used to evaluate different economic alternatives. In the building sector LCC method 
has been used from the early 90s. LCC method is a very important tool to access the 
environment building performance.  
Life cycle cost (LCC): Life cycle cost of building can be referred as the total cost of build in 
its entire life cycle. Life cycle cost(LCC) consist of design cost, planning cost, construction 
cost maintenance cost, repairing cost, operation cost, social cost, environmental cost and 
disposal cost etc. The costs are discussed below: 
Life cycle cost analysis (LCCA): LCCA is a method to calculate the total or overall cost of 
the building, which provides the best economical alternative. The primary cost elements in the 
LCC calculation model are the following: The following equation has been developed for 
calculating the LCC in term of energy retrofit [60]  
LCCES=ICPV+NFOMCPV+NRCPV+RCPV±SVPV-ΔECPV 
Where  
LCCES = Present value of energy system LCC 
ICPV = present value of investment cost  
NFOMCPV = present value of annually recurring non-fuel operational and 
maintenances cost  
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NRCPV = present value of non-recurring non-fuel operational and maintenance 
cost 
RCPV = present value of recurring non-fuel operational and maintenances cost 
SVPV = present value of salvage value  
∆ECPV = present value of annual energy saving costing 
For calculating retrofitting effect on life cycle cost of building. Several methods are 
used like Life cycle cost (LCC), Discounted cash flow analysis (DCF), multi – criteria 
approaches (MCA). LCCA Tool also used to calculate the assess life cycle cost, LCCA tool 
was used in Empire state building energy retrofitting in 2008 [61]. LCC can estimate the 
overall costing of retrofitting and gives alternative solution. Along with it LCC can provide the 
optimal thickness of insulation material in building envelope and helps to get optimum solution 
for building energy solution [62].  
Marginal cost method: In economics, marginal cost is the growth or decrease in 
the overall value of a manufacturing run for making one additional unit of an item. In other 
word that is the cost of producing another production. Within the short run, the 
marginal cost is equal to the extra amount of variable factor that the organization must employ 
to increase the production, multiplied with the aid of how much the organization need so that 
it will get an extra variable aspect at every level of production at that time. Marginal cost 
method was first time used in swiss case study in term of building energy renovation [63]. 
𝑀𝐶𝐸 =
(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛−𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛−1)
(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−1)
; and  
𝐴𝐶𝐸𝐸 =
𝑎𝑛.𝐼𝑣𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛−𝑎0.𝐼𝑣𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡0
𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−1
. 
Where Cap cost and Ivc Cost was the initial investment cost and capital cost the project. 
Denergy factor was the energy demand factor of the building, where n, n-1, and 0 was the 
energy demand level. 
DCF method: Discounted cash flow method is used to calculate investment of a project for 
the retrofitting building, which is related to the increment of energy efficiency [64]. Discounted 
cashflow method was introduced to quantify the outflow cash, and to quantify the creation of 
value where cash inflow and out flow both was considered. Where the cash flow was fully 
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covered by the Life Cycle flow or LCF, and on the other hand the value creation was managed 
by the internal rate of return (IRR) and net present value (NPV). Those two ratios jointly called 
the ratio of discounted cash flow. Where LCF used to minimize the initial investment. 
Expressing the present cost of future flow of discounted values all through a time horizon on 
the end of the investment. The discounted cash float technique (DCF) taken into consideration 
in the occurrence of flow over the years. To optimize the retrofitting of buildings through 
maximizing NPV and via splitting incentives among buildings proprietors and users. The DCF 
technique has currently been implemented in techno-economic assessment method [65]. The 
use of a life cycle assessment (LCA) and a life cycle cost (LCC) application in case study 
including 8 scenarios to define the finest the funding solution in the renovation of existing 
building to reduce the energy consumption and gas emission has been currently analyzed [66].  
 From the investment, DCF considered the accumulation at the initial time zero of the cash 
flow, where the considerations were total financial cash flow (FI) for period tϵ[0, 𝑂𝑇], rate of 
discount was I, time as t, and investment time horizon OT. 
FL0=∑ (
𝐹𝐼𝑡
(1+𝑖)𝑡
𝑂𝑇
𝑡=0
  
In the other hand for the discounted cash flow method, were total financial cash flow (FO), for 
every time tϵ[0, 𝑂𝑇] 
FO0=∑ (
𝐹𝑂𝑡
(1+𝑖)𝑡
𝑂𝑇
𝑡=0
  
DCF discounted cash flow is used to evaluate the recovery of initial cash flow of the 
project by its payback period. Net present value method also widely used to calculate the 
economic performance for retrofitting in residential and commercial building sector [67]. Multi 
objective optimization MCA has been implemented for decision making of retrofitting.  
Now a day for calculating the energy efficiency software tool kits are widely used. 
There are hundreds of software toolkits to calculate the energy efficiency. European 
commission had ENPER-EXIST program to finding out the building those need to improve 
their energy performance applying EPED (Energy Performance of Building Directive). HAT 
program started on 2005 and end on 2007 [68]. Building energy performance tool kits are using 
different attributes according to the country, there are several software to calculate the building 
energy efficiency. According to the Lithuanian government regulation all building 
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performance measured by computer running program named NRG-sert [69], which calculate 
the energy consumption of the building and the certification done by the SPSC. Following 
figure shows the example of the building energy tool kit how it works  
 
21.fig: Building energy calculator  
 
SLABE:  Simulation-based Large-scale uncertainty/sensitivity Analysis of Building Energy 
performance (SLABE) also used to identify the package of energy retrofit actions [71]. 
SLABE allows to assess the effectiveness of the state policy of monetary incentives directed 
to energy retrofit movements. SLABE is combination of MATLAB® and Energy Plus [72]. 
Energy plus is a program which used to calculate the whole building energy. It has ability to 
simulate the building performance. SLABE is very useful tool in case of building renovation. 
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In the first level SLABE, inspect the existing building to identify the optimal representative 
building sample and the parameters most affecting energy demand. And few energy efficient 
measures are proposed to improve the energy efficiency. In the stage two by assessing 
the impact on primary energy consumption (kwh/a per building) and global cost the 
implementation of new efficient HVAC (heating, ventilating and air conditioning) systems is 
investigated. And renewable energy resources implementation is investigated. The 
implementation of the most influential energy efficiency measure investigated. And on this 
step, it allows to provide the effectiveness on energy efficiency measure for the reduction of 
thermal energy demand. Following picture shows the stages. 
 
22.fig: Sages of SLABE [73]. 
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2.3 Marginal cost of building energy retrofitting measures and impact on LCC 
Considered measures: The main area of research is to provide better energy performance of 
buildings and to calculate the energy savings by the different scenarios of retrofitting. We 
consider 5 different scenarios for retrofitting of buildings, taking into account the building 
shape and size (square meter area). The main research area is concentrated on the thermal 
insulation of building and improvement of engineering systems. Therefore, the calculation of 
the energy saving is performed according to the different scenarios and comparison of the pre- 
and post- retrofitting energy consumption values is delivered for different case studies. 
Scenario A: Providing better insulation system on interior and exterior wall of the building. 
Scenario B: Better insulation on roof and floor. 
Scenario C: Replace or installing better insulate windows, door (double triple glazing), 
thermostatic valves. 
Scenario D: Installing or replacing building energy monitoring system or BEMS 
Scenario E: Installing BEMS AND MEV (mechanical extract ventilation) and photoelectric 
panels. 
 
Methods and limitations of retrofitting: The calculation process and methods are taken from 
LAURA GABRIELLI’s paper (“Marginal cost and benefits in building energy retrofitting”), 
who has worked on this topic before and conducted a study on the retrofitting of buildings in 
Italy. Marginal cost method has been used to calculate the benefit of various retrofitting 
measures. The paper presents 5 different scenarios of retrofitting and calculation and three case 
studies along with all data. Proposed calculation method is applied in the practical part of the 
thesis. Marginal cost method is the most effective way to define the efficiency of building 
energy retrofitting. Five scenarios of residential buildings retrofitting are used in this work: 
Scenario ⅰ: Providing better insulation system on external walls of building. 
Scenario ⅱ: Providing better insulation of roof and floor. 
Scenario ⅱ: Replacing or installing better windows and doors (double triple glazing), 
introducing thermostatic valves. 
Scenario ⅳ: Installing or replacing building energy monitoring system or BEMS 
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Scenario ⅴ: Along with previous scenarios installing BEMS AND MEV (mechanical extract 
ventilation) and photoelectric panels. 
 
There are several methods to calculate the benefits of the retrofitting and more scenarios 
can be used, but selected five scenarios show the best results within economic range. More 
structural elements of building can be replaced or restored, but the total cost of the project will 
get higher and annual benefits or energy reduction will become less.  
   Steps of retrofitting 
 
   23.fig: Steps of retrofitting  
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How LCCA helps to decision making for retrofitting, and retrofitting impacts on LCC: 
Using this LCCA methodology we can easily find out the performance year of building, annual 
operational expenses like energy costs, water consumption costs, maintenance, insulation costs, 
solar panel maintenance costs. Generally, the maintenance and operational costs are increasing 
every year. And in case of renovation of building, modernization costs after its useful life can 
be calculated according to the condition of building structures. Generally, life cycle cost of 
buildings calculates for 20 to 30 years. In simple word life cycle costs of buildings are the total 
cost of building, which include construction or renovation costs, maintenance and operating 
costs and annual energy costs. So, considering the total costs of building huge financial value 
is experienced every year, where electricity takes a sizable portion of it. Therefore, proper 
retrofitting can give bigger savings, that can really reduce life cycle costs of building. 
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3. MARGINAL COST OF BUILD ING ENERGY RETROFITTING                                
3.1 Case studies for the assessment of retrofitting measures efficiency 
The analyzed case studies are multi-story residential buildings in Kaunas, which are used for 
student residential purposes. Three apartments building case studies described below. 
 Case study 1: The building is situated in Gričiupio str. 13, Kaunas. This 12th floor building 
was renovated under Jessica fund. Building was constructed in 1980s with having 518m2 of 
built up area and 3061.42m2 floor area. The building was constructed using brick masonry, 
acrylic concrete. Buildings total facade area (expect windows and hole area) is 3536.11m2. The 
facade wall heat transfer coefficient was 0.9 and 1.16 W/m2K. Total useful area of the building 
is 3061m2. Covering roof area is 622m2 and heat transfer coefficient was 0.216 W/m2K. The 
building was renovated from June 2014 to September 2015. In 2013 building was consuming 
168.73 kWh/m2/year energy for heating and 21 kWh/m2/year energy for preparing hot water. 
210.84 kWh/m2 per year in total thermal energy was consuming by the building. The building 
was upgraded with various energy measures. Buildings plinth area and wall area was insulated 
using polystyrene panels. The thickness of the layer was 18cm for exterior surface. Roof was 
fully insulated followed by the thermal insulation norms. Windows was changed and few of 
them was upgraded. Doors were replaced, and leakage area were sealed. The maximum heat 
transfer coefficient for external doors in Lithuania is 1.4 W/m2. Heating and hot water systems 
like piping exhaust were replaced. Ventilation systems and heat recovery systems were also 
replaced. Cold water systems also replaced and upgraded. And along with measures new 
HVAC system was installed and energy efficient bulb was used. After upgrading building was 
consuming 60.36 kWh / m2 energy per year for heating. 
24. fig: Energy retrofitting measure used in case study 1 
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25.fig building plan of case study building 2 
Case study 2: The building is situated in Vydūnas al. 25A, Kaunas. The building renovation 
was approved by Ministry of the Environment of the Republic of Lithuania under Jessica fund. 
The 4th floor apartment building was constructed in 1960s. Building was certified as D Energy 
class in 2013. Total use full area of the building is 3784.52m2. Total floor area of the build is 
3784.52m2. Total façade wall area (except windows and hole area) is 2150.24 m2 and the façade 
wall heat transfer coefficient was 1.05 W/m2 K. Covering roof area is 1161.19m2 and heat 
transfer coefficient was 0.25 W/m2 K. The building was renovated from June 2014 to 
September 2015. Building was consuming 161.64 kWh/m2/year energy for heating. The 
building was upgraded with various energy measures. Buildings plinth area and wall area was 
insulated using polystyrene panels. The thickness of the layer was 18cm for exterior surface. 
Roof was fully insulated followed by the thermal insulation norms. Windows was changed and 
few of them was upgraded. Doors were replaced, and leakage area was sealed. The maximum 
heat transfer co-efficient for door in Lithuania is 1.4 W/m2. Heating and hot water systems like 
piping exhaust were replaced. Ventilation systems and heat recovery systems were also 
replaced. Cold water systems also replaced and upgraded. And along with measures, new 
HVAC system was installed, and energy efficient bulb was used. After upgrading building was 
consuming 47.20 kWh / m 2 energy per year for heating. 
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26.fig: Energy retrofitting measure used in case study 2 
 
Case study 3: The building is situated in Vydūnas al. 25, Kaunas. The 4th floor apartment 
building was constructed in 1960 with brick masonry materials. Building was certified as D 
Energy class in 2013. Total useful area of the build is 3658.54m2. Total facade wall area (expect 
windows and hole area) is 2160.09 m2 and the façade wall heat transfer coefficient was 1.05 
W/m2 K. Covering roof area is 1180.77m2 and heat transfer coefficient was 0.25. The building 
was consuming 171.93 kWh/m2/year thermal energy before renovation. Building was 
consuming 129.88 kWh/m2/year energy for heating and 21.05 kWh/m2/year energy for 
preparing hot water. The building was upgraded with various energy measures. Buildings 
plinth area and wall area were insulated using polystyrene panels. The thickness of the layer 
was 18cm for exterior. Roof was fully insulated followed by the thermal insulation norms. 
Windows was changed and few of them was upgraded. Doors were replaced, and leakage area 
was sealed. The maximum heat transfer co-efficient for door in Lithuania is 1.4 W/m2. Heating 
and hot water systems like piping exhaust were replaced. Ventilation systems and heat recovery 
systems were also replaced. Cold water systems also replaced and upgraded. And along with 
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measures new HVAC system was installed and energy efficient bulb was used. After upgrading 
building was consuming 57.01 kWh / m2 per year for heating.  
 
27.fig: Energy retrofitting measure used in case study 3 
3.2 Marginal costs of different retrofitting scenarios 
The following energy retrofitting scenarios were used in case studies: 
1. S0-building as is 
2. S1-Improvement of building thermal coating of walls and roof  
3. S2-Replacement of windows and doors 
4. S3-Replacement of heating system 
5. S4-Replacement of MVS 
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      3.table: Scenarios cost and energy requirements case study 1 
Scenarios and 
energy efficiency 
measures 
Investment 
cost in  
Euro 
Energy 
requirements  
kWh/m2/year 
Energy savings 
kWh/m2/year  
Per unit cost of 
investment  
Euro/m2 
 
S0-building as is 0 168,73 -  
S1-building thermal 
coating wall and 
roof 
214214 123,57 45,16 50.418 
S2-Replacement of 
windows and doors 
218905 107,31 61,42 51.52 
S3-Replacement of 
heating system 
359072 63,96 104,77 84.51 
S4-replacement of 
MVS 
444507 60,36 108,37 104.62 
 
Marginal cost calculation 
Case Study 1 
𝑀𝐶𝐸 =
(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛−𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛−1)
(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−1)
, 
For S4: 𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 5.586 , S3: 𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 0.7610 ,S2:𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 0.0678, S1:𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 1.116 
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1.graph: Marginal cost data for case study 1 
 
     4.table: Scenarios, investment cost and energy requirements for case study 2 
Scenarios and 
energy efficiency 
measures 
Investment 
cost in  
Euro 
Energy 
requirements  
kWh/m2/year 
Energy savings  Per unit cost of 
investment  
Euro/m2 
 
S0-building as is 0 161,64 -  
S1-building thermal 
coating wall and 
roof 
147883 
 
138,88 22,76 39.07 
S2-Replacement of 
windows and doors 
195331 124,24 37,40 51.61 
S3-Replacement of 
heating system 
317055 85,21 76,43 83.77 
S4-replacement of 
MVS 
392689 81,96 79,68 103.76 
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Case study 2 
𝑀𝐶𝐸 =
(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛−𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛−1)
(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−1)
, 
For S4, 𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 6.150, S3: 𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 0.823, S2:𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 0.857, S1:𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 1.717 
 
2.graph: Marginal cost data for case study 2 
 
      5.table: Scenarios, investment cost and energy requirements for case study 3 
Scenarios and 
energy efficiency 
measures 
Investment 
cost in  
Euro 
Energy 
requirements  
kWh/m2/year 
Energy savings  Per unit cost of 
investment  
Euro/m2 
 
S0-building as is 0 129.88 
 
-  
S1-building thermal 
coating wall and 
roof 
147422 
 
113.86 26,32 40.295 
S2-Replacement of 
windows and doors 
157809 103.56 61,42 43.134 
S3-Replacement of 
heating system 
285216 76.10 53,78 77.96 
S4-replacement of 
MVS 
371048 73.81 56,07 101.41 
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Case study 3 
𝑀𝐶𝐸 =
(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛−𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛−1)
(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛−1)
, 
For S4: 𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 10.240, S3: 𝑀𝐶𝐸 = −4.55, S2:𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 0.080, S1:𝑀𝐶𝐸 = 1.53 
 
3.graph: Marginal cost of case study 3 
 
Above figures show the marginal costs method results. All three case studies show that 
after small renovation as per application of measure S1, energy efficiency increases 
insignificant. After using measure S2 all three case study buildings save bigger amount of 
energy. After providing energy measure S3 all the case study buildings showing significant 
benefits. And on average almost 70kWh/m2y energy was consumed. But measure S4 is 
showing optimum level of energy performance because of bigger investment than required by 
the other measures. For all the case study buildings 1, 2 and 3, the preferable scenario is S3 - 
Replacement of heating system. 
3.3 LCC calculation for case studies 
 For calculating life cycle cost of buildings, we consider the present value of maintenance and 
operating cost is 15% of total investment cost. Growth rate is considered as 3.5%. We don’t 
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have the salvage data. So, considering it as 0. And assumed unit price of electricity as 0.25 
Euros/kWh. The equation of the energy life cycle costing of the buildings for 20 years will be. 
LCCES=ICPV+TMCPV+ΔECPV 
Where  
LCCES = Present value of energy system LCC 
TMCPV = Present value of total maintenance cost  
ICPV = present value of investment cost  
∆ECPV = present value of 20 years energy cost 
For case study 1 
S1 _LCCES=214214+32132.1+148552.70 = 2612013.7 Euros 
S2 _LCCES=1541816.49 Euros 
S3_ LCCES =1181856.92 Euros 
S4_ LCCES =1236828.14 Euros 
For case study 2 
S1 _LCCES=2234314.29 Euros 
S2 _LCCES=2071277.89 EUROS 
S3_ LCCES =1631165.63 Euros 
S4_ LCCES =1669808.71 Euros 
 
 
for case study 3 
S1 _LCCES=1805563.11 Euros 
S2 _LCCES=1669510.04 Euros 
S3_ LCCES =1421461.21Euros  
S4_ LCCES =1487263.76 Euros  
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 4.graph: Energy life cycle cost of case study 1 
 
5.graph: Energy life cycle cost of case study 2 
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6.graph: Energy life cycle cost of case study 3 
To calculate the most efficient and economic scenario, the LCC method has been 
adopted. Building energy life cycle costs are calculated for 20 years. Generally, the 
construction or retrofitting may require high investment cost, but in term of life cycle period it 
can provide better saving result. In the case study of all three buildings, low investment in 
measure S1 and S2 shows higher lifecycle cost value. Where by implementing scenario S3, life 
cycle costs drop very impressively. Due to high initial investment for S4, which had 
comparatively the same energy requirements as S3, its life cycle costs in all case studies 
increased compared to S3. Although the energy efficiency rate is little better for S4, S3 provides 
more savings in terms of its 20 years life cycle period. And S3 scenario provides almost similar 
energy consumption on all three buildings.  
 Conclusions  
1. To improve the building energy performance, marginal cost and LCC method can be 
applied for definition of the best scenario or combination of measures. In the old 
existing buildings and new constructed buildings, it can help to reduce the total life 
cycle costs with satisfactory energy consumption rates.  
2. For assessment of efficiency of retrofitting scenarios different strategies were analyzed. 
The most popular and adopted scenarios are S2 - Replacement of windows and doors, 
S3- Replacement of heating system and S4 - Replacement of MVS.  
3. Analyzed case studies showed what scenario S3 is the most efficient scenario for 
building retrofitting under the defined conditions due to significant energy savings. 
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Energy saving of S3 is higher than of scenarios S1 and S2. And the total life cycle cost 
for S3 is less than S4. 
4. Sometimes initial investment of retrofitting measures can be higher and marginal cost 
can rise fast, but it can provide better results in terms of long time energy savings. In 
term of long payback period for owner, it may be difficult to handle the project because 
of high investment costs. The scenarios having higher energy savings along with high 
financial investment might not be best option. LCC helps to give the best scenarios 
choice for energy savings. 
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